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ABSTRACT: This paper reports the theoretical study of two different passive RF inductors used to design a voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO) for wireless network at 5GHz. The first inductor is designed using classic microelectronic technology with geometrical optimization and the second is made with etched silicon substrate. The obtained results show a high quality factor $Q_{\text{max}} = 12.9$ and $Q_{\text{max}}=15.9$ respectively for the first and second inductors. The self resonant frequencies are higher than 7.5 GHz and allow a large frequency excursion. Moreover, we have used TSMC RF CMOS 0.13 μm technology and the ADS tool in order to design and analyze the responses of two different VCOs based on our RF spiral inductors. The obtained results show a slightly difference between two VCOs. Basically, the second inductor permits to ameliorate the power consumption and the tuning range of the VCO that reach: $PC = 0.36$ mW and $TR = 16.6\%$. Nevertheless, the phase noise is considerably the same: $PN = -102.7$dBc/Hz at 1 MHz of offset frequency.
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I. INTRODUCTION:

The generation of a high spectral signal in radio frequency circuit requires the optimization of Voltage controlled oscillator (VCO). The first VCOs are based on MMIC technology using diode or transistor varactors to vary the oscillation frequency. The example [1] shows the realization of a double tuning VCO based on a heterojunction FET. The results obtained show a variation of $113/92\%$ for the two frequency bands $5,9-12,6/10,6-20,4$ GHz. The output power is high $PS = 13$ to $16$ dBm but the major disadvantage is the phase noise $PN = -100/-95$ dBc/Hz. Another example [2] shows a slight improvement in the variation range of the frequency which reaches $TR = 117\%$ with the use of the heterojunction bipolar transistor (HBT). However, the phase noise remains high $PN = -75$ dBc/Hz @ 100 kHz with a high power consumption $PC = 75$ mW. This manufacturing technique is increasingly rejected with the emergence of standard integration processes for RF circuits.

Since the 2000s, the standard technology 0.35 μm is used for RF circuits to reduce power consumption. In the example [3], the VCO is based on the 0.35 μm BiCMOS technology and shows a decrease in PC power consumption = 40 mW and a reduction in phase noise $BP = -114$ dBc / Hz @ 1 MHz. This improvement is followed by a degradation of the frequency variation range which measures $TR = 12.9\%$ and a decrease in the output power $PS = -4.5$ dBm. Several attempts have been made to improve the performance of VCOs based on the 0.35 μm BiCMOS technology. In a recent work, power consumption is slightly decreased PC = 34 mW with VCO based on the 0.35 μm BiCMOS technology [4].

The miniaturization of the channel length 0.18 μm in RF CMOS technology was accompanied by the presence of new inductance shapes to minimize parasitic effects. Two structures reveal a new architecture based on two quadrature VCOs called QVCO [5-6]. The feat of the new symmetrical differential inductor allowed to maintain a low phase noise $PN = -118.67$ dBc / Hz @ 1MHz, and the decrease in power consumption $PC = 11.8$ mW [5]. Similarly for [6], the dual-band QVCO manufactured reveals a better $PC = 10.2$ mW.
1.8/4.32 mW and PN = -110/-102 dBc/Hz @ 1 MHz. Nevertheless, the frequency range remains low 11.7% for [5] and 6.1 / 6.7% for [6]. Therefore, it is necessary to use a specific microelectronic technology of fabrication to ameliorate the VCOs performances. In this work, we present two spirals inductor designed and then embedded in VCOs architecture. The first spiral inductor is optimized with geometrical optimization. The second is made with etched substrate in order to decrease the parasitic effects. The aim of our work is to optimize the VCOs performances at 5 GHz. Therefore, the manuscript is divided in two parts. The first investigates the responses of the two different spiral inductors: conventional and MEMS. The second analyses the effect of each inductor on VCO performances.

II. RF SPIRAL INDUCTORS:

The equivalent model shown in Fig. 1 describes the electrical behavior of on chip RF inductor and is commonly named П model. These elementary components constituting the П model could be useful to estimate the RF inductance performances.

![Fig.1 Schematic of electrical equivalent model of spiral inductor](image)

In Fig. 1, two parameters are related to the dimension and the conductivity of the spiral coil: Rs represents the series resistance due to the dissipated energy known as ohmic losses, Cp represents the capacitive coupling between two spirals and the amount of stored electrical energy. The isolation between the coil and the underneath passes using an oxide layer causes a parasitic capacitance Cox with the substrate. In addition, the resistivity and the permittivity of the silicon substrate are represented by Rsi and Csi respectively.

A. Geometrical optimization

In our case, we have optimized the geometry of the inductor by changing gradually the width of spirals. The Fig. 2 shows a 3D perspective of our spiral inductor:

![Fig.2 spiral inductor structure (a) 3D perspective (b) top view with detailed dimensions.](image)

The inductor is constituted by 4.5 turns spaced with 2 µm. The first spiral width is 5 µm and it increases by 5 µm step and reaches 25 µm for the last spiral. We have used a 4 µm layer of copper and a silicon substrate. The inductance and the quality factor values are extracted from the Y parameters using the equations below:
The inductor value increases in response of frequency variation and reaches the self-resonant frequency at 7.5 GHz. Indeed, this RF inductor is designed to be used in VCO architecture works at 5GHz where the inductor value is \( L=8.7 \text{ nH} \). The maximal quality factor is \( Q_{\text{max}}=12.9 \) and obtained 1.2 GHz.

**B. RF MEMS spiral inductor:**

The RF designers need to eliminate all parasitic effects and allow a purely inductance \( L_s \). In order to ameliorate the performances of our inductor we have etched the substrate underneath the spiral core in order to eliminate the substrate and oxide parasites: \( R_{si} \), \( C_{si} \), and \( Cox \). The Fig. 4 presents the new design of RF MEMS spiral inductor:

![3D perspective of RF MEMS spiral inductor](image)

We have analyzed the electrical performances of the new RF MEMS spiral inductor. The Fig. 5 presents the obtained results in response of frequency variation from 100 MHz to 20 GHz:
As we can see in Fig. 5(b), the inductor value presents a good stability for high frequency levels and \( L = 6.09 \) nH at 5 GHz. The resonant frequency increases and reaches 12.6 GHz. Moreover, we obtain an important amelioration in quality factor value: \( Q_{\text{max}} = 15.9 \) at 2.2 GHz.

III. CROSS-COUPLED CMOS VCO

A. VCO using optimized spiral inductor

We have used the TSMC RF CMOS 0.13 \( \mu \)m technology in order to design a conventional cross-coupled CMOS VCO based on RF spiral inductor presented in Fig. 2. The tunable resonator circuit of the VCO is constituted by two NMOS transistors M5/M6 and the spiral inductor. The two NMOS transistors act as actuated varactors controlled by electrical voltage variation. The cross-coupled PMOS M1/M2 and NMOS M3/M4 represent the negative resistance. The oscillation condition is determined by OscTest function included in ADS tool. This function is able to open the looped boucle and measure the S11 parameter. The oscillation occurs when the magnitude of S11 is slightly greater than one and the phase is zero. We have obtained the oscillation condition at 5GHz for a minimal electrical current value of 0.7 mA. Moreover, we have used OscPort function in order to analyze the performance of our VCO. The Fig. 6 presents the architecture and the transistors configurations of our 5GHz VCO:

![Cross-coupled CMOS VCO using spiral optimized inductor](image)

Fig. 6 Cross-coupled CMOS VCO using spiral optimized inductor.
In order to analyze the time domain responses of our VCO we have used a transient simulation. The Fig. 7 presents the output signal shape and the tuning range variation:

![Fig. 7 Time domain VCO performances](image)

The Fig. 7(a) shows the output signal in response of time for the range of 0 ns and 20 ns. As we can see, the start-up time of the VCO is obtained at 1.5 ns and this result demonstrates the high-speed response of our VCO. In addition, the Fig. 7(b) illustrates the symmetrical sinusoidal oscillation with a period of 0.2 ns and a peak voltage of 0.646V. Moreover, the frequency range is comprised between 5.125 GHz and 5.495 GHz for controlled voltage range 0V to 0.3V. The tuning range value is TR = 7.2%.

One of the most important characteristics in RF domain is the phase noise value. The simulated phase noise and the output spectrum are presented in Fig. 8:

![Fig. 8 Frequency analyzes](image)

As we can see in Fig. 8a, the phase noise is about -102.7dBc/Hz at 1 MHz of offset frequency. This result proves that our VCO could be efficient for low phase-noise transmission system. Moreover, the peak output power of our VCO reaches 7.25dBm at a center frequency of 5 GHz and the peak of the second harmonic is less than -24.15dBm (Fig. 8(b)). This result shows high spectral signal ability at 5 GHz.
B. VCO based on RF MEMS spiral inductor

A second cross-coupled CMOS VCO is designed using RF MEMS spiral inductor presented in Fig. 4. We have investigated the oscillation condition at 5 GHz and we have obtained an important diminution of electrical current consumption that reaches 0.3 mA. The Fig. 9 presents the new dimensions of used MOS transistors for RF MEMS VCO:

![Cross-coupled CMOS VCO using spiral RF MEMS inductor.](image)

We have analyzed the performances of our VCO for time domain. The Fig. 10 illustrates the different results for a range of 0 ns to 20 ns:

![Analyzing the performances of VCO for time domain.](image)
The Fig. 10a shows a start-up time at 2 ns that is close to the previous value obtained in Fig. 7a. The peak voltage reaches 0.48 V and is less to the previous value. Nevertheless, the frequency variation is comprised between 5 GHz and 5.83 GHz that ameliorate the tuning range TR=16.6%. The phase noise and the output spectrum are illustrated in Fig. 8:

![Graph showing VCO performances](image)

**Fig. 10** Time domain VCO performances (a) start-up time (b) peak voltage value (c) tuning range.

The obtained value of the phase noise is $PN = -102.7 \text{dBc/Hz}$ at 1 MHz of offset frequency, and it is the same as obtained in Fig. 8a. The delivered output power of our VCO reaches 4.55dBm at a center frequency of 5 GHz and the peak of the second harmonic is less than -36.74dBm (Fig. 11(b)).

**IV. CONCLUSION**

This paper demonstrates the importance of geometrical optimization and RF MEMS inductors on the amelioration of VCO performances. In two cases we have obtained a low phase noise that reaches $PN = -102.7 \text{dBc/Hz}$ at 1 MHz, and an important spectral output voltage higher than 4.5dBm. Nevertheless, the RF MEMS inductor increases the tuning range and decreases the power consumption. In the future work, we investigate our tunable microfluidic inductor [7] and capacitor [8-9] on VCO performances.
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